2024 NCAA Regional Rules Seminar
Association-Wide Daily Schedule

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12

9 to 10:30 a.m.

Association-Wide Infractions Process – From Start to Finish – Introductory Augustus V/VI
Through a combination of lecture and directed question and answer, this session will provide a baseline overview of the major infractions process and its various components with an emphasis on adjudication methods, timelines, penalty structure and the roles of the Committee on Infractions and the Infractions Appeals Committees in the process.

9:30 to 10 a.m.

Association-Wide Level III/Secondary Enforcement and Student-Athlete Reinstatement – Introductory Augustus III/IV
This session will provide participants the opportunity to work through brief case studies to determine whether a student-athlete's eligibility to compete is impacted and whether it is necessary to report a Level III/Secondary violation to the enforcement staff. Participants will be broken into small groups, provided scenarios and asked to collaborate with their peers to determine student-athlete eligibility impact, institutional impact and whether other conditions or guidance documents may apply (e.g., repayment of a benefit, application of student-athlete reinstatement previously approved request list). Attendees should bring their laptop or other device to effectively participate.

9:45 to 10:45 a.m.

Association-Wide Transgender Student-Athlete Participation Policy - Introductory Palace III
Join NCAA staff from the Office of Inclusion and the NCAA Sport Science Institute as they clarify application of the NCAA transgender student-athlete participation policy, discuss next steps in policy implementation and review available resources to support trans, nonbinary and gender-expansive student-athletes and key stakeholders involved in creating inclusive environments on your campus. Staff will answer questions submitted by the audience.

10:15 to 10:45 a.m.

Association-Wide Introduction to the Regional Rules Seminar – Introductory Augustus III/IV
This introductory-level session is intended to provide first-time Regional Rules Seminar attendees with information, tips and tricks to navigate the Regional Rules Seminar, what to expect by attending sessions and how to network with other first-time attendees, NCAA staff and other seminar participants. Presenting staff will provide time to answer questions and offer guidance about attending the seminar.
1 to 1:45 p.m.
Association-Wide NCAA Legal and Legislative Landscape Augustus I/II
This session will provide attendees the opportunity to listen to an overview of the NCAA legal and legislative landscape. Information will be delivered in a lecture-style format.

1 to 2 p.m.
Association-Wide NCAA Eligibility Center – Behind the Scenes from Registration to Initial Eligibility and Beyond – Introductory Augustus III/IV
Ever wonder what happens at the NCAA Eligibility Center? Join Eligibility Center staff to receive exclusive access behind the scenes of a certification, school review and waiver decision. Meet the cast and crew who make it all possible and discover how the Eligibility Center focuses on continuous improvement to add value for the membership.

1:15 to 2 p.m.
Association-Wide Emerging Sports for Women – Expanding Participation Opportunities on Your Campus – Introductory Augustus V/VI
This session will provide an overview of the NCAA Emerging Sports for Women program and how the current sports can enhance your campus opportunities. Presenters will also share important considerations around compliance and sports sponsorship to keep in mind as you consider adding or supporting these sports.

2:15 to 2:45 p.m.
Association-Wide NCAA My Apps Administrators – The Basics - Introductory Palace III
This session will offer an overview of the roles and responsibilities of My Apps. Are you a new NCAA My Apps Administrator? Led by members of the NCAA Learning Portal system administrator team and IT team, this session will give you the chance to follow each step, locate resources and ask questions.

2:15 to 3:15 p.m.
This session provides a moderated discussion on how sports betting is affecting regulatory issues, student-athlete welfare and potential changes on the horizon.
2:45 to 3:45 p.m.

Association-Wide National Letter of Intent – Divisions I and II - Intermediate Augustus I/II
In this session, attendees will learn to identify appropriate National Letter of Intent policies, procedures and interpretations, effectively apply NLI guidelines and analyze NLI factual scenarios faced on campus.

4:15 to 4:45 p.m.

Association-Wide NCAA Learning Portal Administrators – The Basics – Introductory Palace III
Are you a new NCAA Learning Portal administrator? Or would you like to know more about the Learning Portal? Attend this session to learn more. This session, led by members of the Learning Portal system administrator team, will offer an overview of the roles and responsibilities of Learning Portal administrators and how-to's on basic tasks of the Learning Portal. The training will give you the chance to follow each step, locate resources and ask questions.

4:15 to 5:45 p.m.

Association-Wide NCAA Eligibility Center 101 – Introductory Augustus III/IV
The NCAA Eligibility Center is here to serve YOU! Join this session to learn more about how the Eligibility Center incorporates feedback from new compliance staff, stays current with secondary education trends and streamlines our operations to be more efficient - all to make your lives easier. We will also highlight some of the recent efforts to modernize our work. This session will feature breakouts to share feedback and discuss best practices.

THURSDAY, JUNE 13

8 to 9:30 a.m.

Association-Wide Reforming the Infractions Process - A Year into the New World – Intermediate Palace III
This session will provide an overview of recently implemented, proposed and potential changes to the infractions process and how they will affect the Committees on Infractions and the Infractions Appeals Committees. The changes and proposals primarily stem from the ongoing work of the Division I Infractions Process Committee. Attendees should have a basic understanding of the major infractions process or may benefit from attending The Infractions Process – From Start to Finish.
8:30 to 9 a.m.

Association-Wide Introduction to RSRO and LSDBi – Introductory Roman I/II
This introductory-level session will provide attendees with basic information to assist in the navigation and application of the NCAA apps, Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO) and Legislative Services Database (LSDBi). Session attendees are encouraged to bring an electronic device and follow along using their NCAA My Apps login credentials. Note: If you are unsure of your NCAA My Apps account information, please contact your campus NCAA Applications administrator (formerly known as Single-Source Sign-On administrator). To gain access to NCAA My Apps, contact your campus NCAA Applications administrator. If you are unsure who your campus NCAA Applications administrator is, check with your compliance administrator in Division I or II and the director of athletics for Division III.

8:45 to 9:15 a.m.

Association-Wide Enforcement – Navigating the RSRO System for Level III/Secondary Violations – Intermediate Augustus III/IV
This session will provide tips and best practices for completing a violation report in the Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO) system, focusing on common questions and pain points for users.

9:15 to 10:15 a.m.

Association-Wide Rules of Enforcement Engagement – How to Effectively Collaborate When Navigating a Level I/II/Major Infractions Case – Introductory to Advanced Roman I/II
This session will provide best practices for institutions’ (1) participation in the investigation and processing of an infractions case; and (2) collaboration with the enforcement staff. The session will also touch on the collection of information from mobile devices (i.e., forensic imaging). [Please note: While this presentation will be focused on the Division I infractions process, much of the information is also applicable to Divisions II and III.]

10 to 10:45 a.m.

Association-Wide Updates on Mental and Physical Health, Safety and Performance – Intermediate Palace III
Join staff from the NCAA Sport Science Institute to discuss the recently updated Mental Health Best Practices (including implementation strategies), to discuss the NCAA cannabinoid policy and understand rationale behind the NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports recommendation to remove cannabinoids from the NCAA banned substance list, to discuss athletic trainer workforce issues and more. Staff will also answer questions submitted by the audience.
10:15 to 11:45 a.m.

Association-Wide NCAA Eligibility Center Hot Topics – Stay in the Game with Upcoming Changes – Intermediate Augustus III/IV

Ready to take your NCAA Eligibility Center playbook to the next level? Run a full-court press with the Eligibility Center staff during this session! Review upcoming changes to certification policies; huddle up to learn about modernization efforts; scout the latest on registration, resources and portal enhancements; and draw up best practices and proactive plays that you can carry back to campus in preparation for a successful season. **NOTE:** This session includes dedicated time for attendees to ask questions.

11 to 11:30 a.m.


This introductory-level session is intended to offer attendees a behind the scenes look at the functions associated with the second largest department at the NCAA, academic and membership affairs. Attendees will be provided with information on several aspects of the department, its operations within Regulatory Affairs and its ongoing and collaborative work connections across the NCAA national office.

1:15 to 2:15 p.m.

Association-Wide Enforcement – Who is Enforcement? – Introductory to Advanced Palace III

Ever wonder "who, what or how" about NCAA enforcement? Get the facts and learn more about who makes up the enforcement staff, what exactly they do and how they work together to process potential NCAA violations. This session will feature a panel discussion with the enforcement department leadership team members from Development, Investigations and Processing; Level III/Secondary; and Quality and Operations.

1:30 to 2 p.m.


Ever wonder how to extract your school or conference learning data from the NCAA Learning Portal? During this session we will dive into the reporting functions of the Learning Portal. We will provide an overview of the Learning Portal reporting functionalities, including the pre-made reports available, how to customize reports and where to find resources.
2 to 3 p.m.

Association-Wide NCAA Learning Portal Administrators – Office Hour – Q&A/Open Forum

This office hour will provide extra time for institutional/conference NCAA Learning Portal administrators to ask questions of the Learning Portal system administrator team.

2:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Association-Wide Enforcement – Level III/Secondary Self-Reporting – Introductory Palace III

This session will provide an entry-level overview of Level III/Secondary violations. In this session, attendees will learn to identify and analyze fundamental Level III/Secondary violations, anticipate applicable penalties and corrective actions, and effectively explain the self-reporting process.

3:30 to 4:30 p.m.


This session provides a moderated discussion on how sports betting is monitored by betting operators, state regulators and integrity services and their roles relevant to the NCAA and its membership.

3:45 to 5:15 p.m.

Association-Wide Title IX 101 – A Compliance Overview from the Office for Civil Rights – Introductory/Intermediate Palace III

This session from the Office for Civil Rights will cover foundational education on Title IX as it relates to athletics equity and will provide strategies that administrators can utilize on their campus to achieve gender equity.

FRIDAY, JUNE 14

8:45 to 9:15 a.m.

Association-Wide Institutional Performance Program Data Management System – Advanced Augustus III/IV

In this session, participants will discuss best practices, including use of the NCAA Institutional Performance Program Data Management System to make informed financial and programmatic decisions on campus.
9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

Association-Wide Enforcement – Let’s Make a Deal – Best Practices for Negotiated Resolutions – Introductory to Advanced
Augustus III/IV

The enforcement and hearing operations staffs will provide an overview of and best practices for involved parties working collaboratively through a negotiated resolution in the infractions process.

9:45 to 10:45 a.m.

Association-Wide National Letter of Intent – Divisions I and II – Intermediate Palace I/II

In this session, attendees will learn to identify appropriate National Letter of Intent policies, procedures and interpretations, effectively apply NLI guidelines and analyze NLI factual scenarios faced on campus.